Tensometric tremorography in high-precision medical diagnostic systems
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Background: The objective of the study was to develop a system for the precision diagnostics of pathologies of motor brain regions based on tensometric measurement and to explore its diagnostic capabilities.

Materials and methods: Tremor is a syndrome that indicates the abnormal state of the central nervous system, primarily in the motor brain regions. Analysis of tremor parameters provides significant information about the changes in the body motion control and can be used as an objective index of the central nervous system state. Existing methods are aimed at the analysis of visible tremor based on the use of different sensors. We suggest an alternative approach based on the use of a tensometric system performing tremor measurements when the tremor appears on the background of voluntary isometric efforts. The key advantage of our approach is that it allows to determine the tremor before its visible manifestation. In the article, we describe hardware implementation of our tremor analysis system.

Results: In the article, we represent the new methodology and the original equipment based on the control of isometric effort. Isometric effort formed by a patient is controlled with the use of a feedback system on the patient’s monitor. We evaluated the performance of our equipment with more than 400 healthy volunteers and patients with various pathologies of the central nervous system motor regions, and the results of the investigations, allowing to identify tremor parameters typical for parkinsonism, are represented in our article.

Conclusion: Testing of the system confirmed its high diagnostic validity and reliability, high sensitivity, simplicity and high speed of information processing. The approach based on tensometric measurements is very promising for the diagnostics of Parkinson disease and dysfunctions of a central nervous system.
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Introduction

One of central nervous system state demonstrations, including pathologic ones, is tremor, defined as a rhythmical involuntary oscillatory movement of at least one of functional body regions.1

Different levels and mechanisms of the nervous system’s damage lead to relatively similar tremor manifestation, so the task of tremor’s cause discovery is not easy. Pathological tremor is the most frequent hyperkinesis that can emerge either on its own or alongside other symptoms during various nervous system breakdowns, endocrine and somatic diseases and/or intoxications. In addition, each person has physiological tremor that cannot be seen with the naked eyes due to its negligible
amplitude, while it has its characteristic frequency. Under specific conditions, for instance, under the influence of adrenalin that is secreted because of fear or worry as well as in response to pharmacological stimulation, physiological tremor increases and becomes noticeable, but its frequency remains the same.²,³

**Objective of study**

Tremor is a complex process involving both central and peripheral central nervous system mechanisms. The most specific of changes in endogenous activity, appearing in case of motor structures’ central pathology, are identified as syndromes of different diseases. As a result, tremor parameter analysis enables us to get detailed information about the changes in different body systems, primarily in the motor regions of a brain, and can be used as an objective index of central nervous system state.⁴

Tremor can develop in different situations, so we distinguish between rest tremor and active one. The latter can be observed under voluntary muscle contraction conditions such as motions intended to posture maintaining (postural), muscle tension when their action is directed against a fixed object (isometric), and any purposeful and purposeless motion (kinetic).

The most frequent tremor type is essential tremor,⁵ typically occurring in 0.08–220 cases out of 1,000 people.⁶ It can be an independently inherited disease – essential tremor – and it can be “essential” trembling hyperkinesis. Another cause of tremor is Parkinson disease.⁷ There are three types of tremor observed during Parkinson disease, differing from each other with their frequency characteristics. Type 1 is classic parkinsonian rest tremor with 4–6 Hz frequency or rest tremor together with postural tremor of the same frequency. Type 2 is manifested by postural tremor of a higher frequency (up to 9 Hz) that can dominate over rest tremor. Type 3 is primarily postural tremor with 4–9 Hz frequency.

Precise differential diagnostics appears non-trivial.⁸ First, it derives from different neurological and somatic diseases that are associated with tremor. Second, quite similar tremor manifestations for different levels and pathogenetical mechanisms of the nervous system breakdown can often be observed. With around 30% of cases exhibiting diagnostic difficulties when defining nosologic nature of tremor by traditional measures, there is an urgent need for novel and precise methods and diagnostics equipment design.⁹,¹⁰

**Modern research methods**

Currently, various instrumental methods of tremor parameter assessment (tremorography) are being actively developed and implemented into clinical practice for the diagnostics of motor regions of the central nervous system, including mechanographic and electromyographic measurements, video registration-based methods, sensor network-based approaches, etc.

Modern solutions based on the mechanographic approach typically utilize a graphical digital tablet connected to a PC.¹¹ However, the key disadvantage of this method is the difficulty of the measurement result interpretation due to the strong nonlinear dependence of motion on effort characterized by multiple factors that influence the test results.

Electromyographic measurements are based on the registration of the bioelectrical muscle activity that occurs under voluntary muscle contraction and tonic tension.¹²,¹³ Electromyographic measurements provide us with parameters such as wave amplitudes, frequency, duration and form of oscillations, thus enabling us to obtain detailed information about neurotransmission pathologies or muscle diseases, while providing only indirect information about biomechanical motions characteristics.

Video registration methods are used for the examining of a human limb motion path. They allow to perform research in vivo without the usual motion path distortions.¹⁴–¹⁶ However, video registration provides information only about visible disease symptoms.

Tremor parameter registration can be made with the use of different sensors¹⁷–²¹ such as force registration sensors, capacity sensors and sensors that register magnetic field ramp when in motion. However, in most cases only a particular type of tremor (rest tremor or action tremor) or only a specific parameter of hyperkinesis (only frequency) or relative amplitude is registered.

The majority of implementations require fastening onto a human body some sensor units, and their physical parameters, such as volume and weight, influence the measurement results. Besides that, in most cases wired electric connection with the recording and assessing equipment is needed.

The most common accelerometric sensors allow to examine biomechanics of human motions in vivo without the usual motion path distortion, assuming the use of special sensors – accelerometers that measure linear acceleration taking place during all movements.²²–²⁵ The drawback of the accelerometers use is connected with the influence of the human limb inertial mass on the results.
An alternative approach is provided by the tensometric measurement-based technique that is implemented with tensometric sensors mounted on a contact surface.\textsuperscript{26,27} They provide detailed information about motions by means of decreasing or increasing pressure. However, this method focuses on analyzing external symptoms and does not reveal latent forms of tremor.

Thus, existing methods are limited both in their applicability and accuracy, and there is an urgent need for novel and precise methods to increase the evaluation objectivity level of central nervous system motor regions states, thus improving the diagnostic accuracy.

**Materials and methods**

We suggest an approach to the tremor analysis based on isometric measurements.\textsuperscript{28} It implies separation of voluntary isometric effort from involuntary oscillations.

The approach is based on the idea of hierarchic multilevel organization of the central (motor) nervous system with the circular control on the basis of sensor corrections.\textsuperscript{29} The basis for these conceptions was set up by the founder of the modern biomechanics, N.A. Bernstein.\textsuperscript{30,31}

It was discovered on the model of segmental level neuronal structures of muscle contraction control that cyclic activity is supported in a ring structure. Its frequency is defined by the length of uplink and downlink paths, excitement conduction speed and delay for signal processing in every functional brain area. It is deemed that out of all types of analyzed motions, the parameters of voluntary isometric effort provide the fullest information about the integral activity of motor system central structures.\textsuperscript{28}

While moving, muscles can realize eccentric (stretching) or concentric (shortening) contractions; the third type of muscle contraction is isometric: muscles contract, but they do not change their length.\textsuperscript{32} Isometric load is made in a static position and on its background subconscious oscillatory muscle contractions appear actively. The obtained characteristics of isometric effort will contain information about its constant component and tremor. The following task will be to isolate constant and frequency components with the acquisition of their amplitude-frequency characteristics, and it will result in the frequency component allowing to estimate tremor parameters.\textsuperscript{33}

**Procedure for measurement of limbs’ involuntary oscillation parameters**

The suggested approach can be realized by the following procedure. A person under test sits at a table placing his elbows on its surface and presses his fingers of both hands against appropriate platforms and controls his force on a monitor in front of him, as is shown in Figure 1. The marks for the right and left hands move along the vertical axis on the monitor, their travel being proportional to the applied force. The controlled forces are set by the operator in the range from minimal ones when the marks should not move from their initial location to maximal ones the patient can apply. The maximal force is limited to 20 kg. The operator specifies due efforts using the horizontal grid shown on the screen.

The task of the tested person is to form the same forces by the right and left hands, ie, the marks on the screen should be on the same level. Stiffness of the measuring platforms must guarantee hands effort recording in the isometric mode, ie, without a visible displacement in the contact point of a hand and a measuring unit.

**Hardware implementation of the system**

The suggested approach is implemented by a tensometric system,\textsuperscript{34} the structure of which is shown in Figure 2, and corresponds to the suggested testing procedure.

The sensor unit provides a direct contact between a patient and a measuring system of the analytical gadget and senses oscillatory hands motions. The contact is made with the use of tensometric force transducers mounted on the platform; the force could be directed from the top downwards as well as from the bottom upwards.

The sensor unit is designed on the basis of two tensometric force transducers used for the analysis of tremor parameters for the left and right hands at the same time. They convert...
parameters of human limbs’ mechanical movements into electrical signals. Characteristics of voluntary efforts (consciously formed by a patient so as to hold the marks on the screen at the assigned level) and involuntary ones (tremor) are extracted from the signals with appropriate primary converters and transformed to digital form by analog-to-digital converters.

Digitized data pass to an operator’s personal computer where their mathematical processing is carried out. Besides that, the marks on the patient’s monitor are moved based on this data, ensuring visualization of the formed effort and the user’s feedback.

S-shaped tensometric sensors are used for retrieving information about the influence of patient’s hands. In accordance with the requirements imposed to the sensor unit and expected parameters of isometric efforts, they provide the analysis of both compression and stretching, accept the load up to 20 kg and have the sensitivity of 2.0/3.0 mV/V.

While conducting the tests the following parameters are recorded:

1. Voluntary efforts, with the limit value of 20 kg
2. Amplitude of oscillations
3. Efforts made by involuntary hands oscillations primarily of periodic nature with significant oscillations in the 0–25 Hz range.

Recording of isometric effort parameters is made for both hands, and so there are two recording channels in the sensor unit.

The registering device transmits signals in the range from 0 Hz (constant current) to 150 Hz inclusive, with the dynamic range of encoded signal levels not less than 90 db.

Later on, the signal values characterizing voluntary effort will be digitized and used to display movement of the marks on the patient’s monitor, and the signal parameters characterizing involuntary force after digitizing will be used to determine the tremor parameters.

Options for diagnostic procedures
There are a variety of diagnostic procedures, for instance, recording of fingers efforts, which correspond to cortex component analysis, or of straightened arms that characterizes automatic posture regulation. In both cases, the activity in structures of the motion control system of a central nervous system is proportional to isometric muscle tension.
The patient receives a task of forming certain isometric effort, for example, of creating a maximum/minimum isometric effort when holding the marks of the right and left hands at the former place, or holding the marks on some specific level. The process of measurement starts; details of its passing and the copy of patient’s monitor are displayed on the operator’s personal computer monitor. The time of the test can range from 30 to 600 seconds. It is possible to disconnect biological feedback channel and to carry out diagnostic procedures without visual control of actions on the part of a patient.

**Results**

In accordance with the designed circuits, the prototype of the device was manufactured. Photo of the prototype of the hardware system implementing the method of tensometric tremorography is shown in Figure 3.

The prototype was used when carrying out tests for healthy people and patients with different pathologies of central nervous system motor regions. In total, 400 people have been examined. The written informed consent statement for taking part in the studies was received from all the examined people. Regulations for the test procedure were approved by the Medical Ethics Commission of the Institute of the Human Brain, Russian Academy of Sciences. The obtained results allowed to find out typical spectral characteristics of involuntary isometric forces for healthy people and people with various diseases. Typical plots of the spectral characteristics of a healthy person and a patient with the diagnosis of parkinsonism are shown in Figure 4.

Normally, oscillatory amplitude of isometric effort does not exceed 2% of effort’s constant component. Significant oscillations are recorded in the 0–16 Hz range; the 0–2 Hz range is considered to be voluntary control for performing tracking movements. Automatic posture regulation corresponds to a frequency of more than 2 Hz. The amplitude of spectral components up to 3 Hz shrinks about 10 times, then it stays on the minimum level of 4–6 Hz range, after that it grows to the highest value of 7–10 Hz (with different tested people) and finally it shrinks to the background level with 12–14 Hz frequency and remains on the achieved level. Spectral components’ maxima in the 7–10 Hz range are less by more than one order than the amplitudes of spectral components in the 0–2 Hz range.

Under various pathologies, the picture can change.24 For example, under tremor form of parkinsonism, the higher level of activity in the whole frequency range is registered, with
peak components in the 5–6 Hz range standing out against the background and having amplitude higher than the voluntary component in the range of 0–2 Hz. Under this and other forms of neurological disorders, the distribution of spectral components and the type of correlation functions change, thus reflecting disorder in cortical–subcortical interaction mechanisms.

Figure 5 shows 5-second record fragments of a held effort involuntary component, which are stored in the operator's computer memory. For the estimation of central nervous system functional state, here are the examination results of a healthy 22-year-old person and also the results of the following patients: with symptomatic tremor diagnosis tangibly manifesting in the right hand, aged 68 years (patient 1), and with parkinsonian syndrome at the age of 72 years (patient 2).

The records are made with a 30-second held effort on a medium grading (~3 kg) and their 5-second fragments in different stages of the measurement process are demonstrated: at the beginning, in the middle and at the end, and they show a complex oscillation form, their wide frequency range, amplitude and possible oscillation asymmetry of involuntary component in the right and left limbs.

It is seen on the oscillograms that the estimation of a process over time allows to find out various manifestations of tremor:

1. A healthy test person (Figure 5A and B), holding isometric effort, has tremor, but the tremor tends to calm down over the time.
2. For a patient with symptomatic tremor diagnosis (Figure 5C and D), there is oscillation asymmetry between the right and left hands and distinctive decline of high-frequency tremor amplitude and asymmetry.
3. For a patient with parkinsonian syndrome (Figure 5E and F), tremor is constantly present and it does not change fundamentally over the time.

Figure 6 displays statistics for 30-second recordings of isometric efforts of different gradations T1–T5 (T1 is minimal effort, T5 is the maximal one) while implementing standard tests for the arms straightened forwards and corresponding involuntary components.

Statistical analysis characterizes average values of the efforts held during the test (Figure 6A and C), and average values of the accompanying involuntary components (Figure 6B and D).

The difference between average values of the held efforts while changing effort gradings T1–T5 is negligible. The difference between neighboring average values of corresponding involuntary components for a healthy person almost does not change beginning from the effort T2 (no more than 10 g), and for a patient with symptomatic tremor diagnosis in the whole range of efforts from T2 to T5 it has a strong nonlinear increase at the approach to the highest effort value (the difference is from 2 to 35 g).

Thus, the prototype’s tests showed that tensometric tremorography as a part of isometric measurements can be used in medical diagnostics systems.

Discussion
Recording and analysis of motions, as mentioned in Introduction, form the basis of the known methods and devices, but do not allow an objective assessment of the brain’s control structures state. Using such methods allows only analyzing motions and characterizing them as pathologic or not.4,10,11,20,22 At the same time it is hard to differentiate the forms of tremor that occurs as a result of damage of different brain structures, as oscillations of body parts are mainly defined by the parameters of their inertia masses.5,9

The suggested accuracy increase is achieved not by the increase of the used sensors’ precision and specific signal processing hardware, but by a conceptually new way of organizing analytics: extraction of involuntary motion components out of the background of isometric efforts.28,34 It simplifies the system and later on will allow transmitting its implementation to the microsystem level, ie, minimize the hardware by designing it in the form of a system-on-chip.

The following development of the suggested solutions can be related to the extension of their application field. Along with functional diagnostics on the basis of medical centers, tensometric tremorography can be used in sports medicine for biomedical selection and for the admission to sports classes, for control over functional readiness of athlete’s organism and for load level correction. It can also be useful for the systems of professional selection for the personnel state estimation that works with technically challenging and dangerous objects.

Conclusion
The advantages of the suggested method of central nervous system functional state estimation based on isometric approach and its hardware realization using tensometric measurements are the following:

1. High reliability provided by isometric measurements that exclude distortions of oscillation parameters appearing because of extra efforts for limbs inertial mass moving
Figure 5 Record fragments of a held effort involuntary component of a healthy person.

Notes: (A) left hand, (B) right hand; of a patient with symptomatic tremor (patient 1): (C) left hand, (D) right hand; patient with parkinsonian syndrome (patient 2): (E) left hand, (F) right hand.
Figure 6 Statistical diagrams of isometric efforts for the gradation T1–T5.

Notes: (A and C) Average values of held efforts during the test time for a healthy person and a patient with symptomatic tremor diagnosis respectively, (B and D) average values of involuntary components accompanying the held efforts for a healthy person and a patient with symptomatic tremor diagnosis, respectively. The blue bars correspond to the readings received for the left hand, and the brown ones for the right.

2. Opportunity of test procedure standardization due to the analysis of only one parameter
3. Opportunity to discover a wide range of functional peculiarities and central nervous system motor region dysfunctions
4. High sensitivity: the method allows recording of latent physiological tremor and pathological changes in the motion control system without visible symptoms when the disease is still in the latent phase
5. Extremely easy test procedure with a minimal impact on a person
6. Minimal controlled test time

The suggested new method of tensometric tremorography based on the isometric measurements can be thought of as a prospective one and can be used for the precise medical diagnostics.
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